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Badass LEGO Guns 2011
lego guns is packed with building instructions for five impressive looking weapons
built entirely from lego technic parts in this heavily illustrated 2 color book you learn
how to use lego technic pieces to build working model guns like the warbeast a
sophisticated fully automatic submachine gun parabella a semi automatic pistol
thriller a slide action crossbow pistol with smooth cocking and chambering
mechanisms and the magic moth a simple butterfly knife built with technic pieces
with the help of a bit of sanding some rubber bands and krazy glue each gun actually
shoots lego bricks at high speed with surprising accuracy the building instructions for
each model are easy to follow and include detailed parts lists lego guns also includes
sections discussing the general concepts of lego gun design and offers practical
building tips and tricks the models range from sophisticated to easy and readers of all
ages will find something enjoyable to build and play with

Badass Lego Guns 2017-07-17
badass lego guns building instructions for five working guns by martin hudepoh

LEGO Heavy Weapons 2012
provides instructions for building replicas of firearms including a desert eagle jungle
carbine and an aks 74u

LEGO Heavy Weapons 2012
the brickgun book shows you how to build five remarkably sleek lego r handgun
replicas like the classic berreta 92fs and a formidable rubber band firing mac 11 each
chapter includes step by step building instructions and a complete parts list using
only readily available lego pieces builder jeff boen has designed each model with
stunning accuracy and attention to detail focusing on everything from 1 1 real life
scale to functioning cocking and trigger mechanisms each brickgun is ultra realistic
in look and feel but mostly harmless perfect for display or your next backyard battle
note adult supervision is required these models are not suitable for children under
the age of 12

The BrickGun Book 2013
the last lego brick weapon construction book and design guide you ll ever need elite
weapons for lego fanatics features building instructions for thirteen fully functional
lego masterpieces including the monstrous 27 inch long dinosaur superior a fully
automatic combat rifle that can puncture aluminum cans and a highly detailed hk g3
brick replica also featuring a helmet a baton handcuffs sunglasses and a grappling
hook gun which allows you to retrieve distant objects without ever leaving your seat
elite weapons for lego fanatics includes a chapter on how to find the lego pieces you
need and a comic book story featuring a hero using the weapons in action lego fans of
all ages and skill levels will find a treasure trove of models including hammerhead jr a
single shot crossbow and it s big brother the heavy duty hammerhead sr panzer pod
combat helmet klopstock baton melody a rubber firing machine pistol nice 1 a pocket
sized pistol that packs a punch chinahook harpoon gun sunglasses in two different
models a functioning heckler koch g3 replica in lego bricks

Elite Weapons for LEGO Fanatics 2015-09-01
the last lego brick weapon construction book and design guide you ll ever need elite
weapons for lego fanatics features building instructions for thirteen fully functional
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lego masterpieces including the monstrous 27 inch long dinosaur superior a fully
automatic combat rifle that can puncture aluminum cans and a highly detailed hk g3
brick replica also featuring a helmet a baton handcuffs sunglasses and a grappling
hook gun which allows you to retrieve distant objects without ever leaving your seat
elite weapons for lego fanatics includes a chapter on how to find the lego pieces you
need and a comic book story featuring a hero using the weapons in action lego fans of
all ages and skill levels will find a treasure trove of models including hammerhead jr a
single shot crossbow and it s big brother the heavy duty hammerhead sr panzer pod
combat helmet klopstock baton melody a rubber firing machine pistol nice 1 a pocket
sized pistol that packs a punch chinahook harpoon gun sunglasses in two different
models a functioning heckler koch g3 replica in lego bricks

Elite Weapons for LEGO Fanatics 2015-09-01
shows how to build wehrmacht vehicles out of lego bricks in step to step instructions

WW2 Wehrmacht custom building instructions
2015-06-03
helps readers harness the capabilities of the lego mindstorms nxt set and effectively
plan build and program nxt 2 0 robots offering an overview of the pieces in the nxt
set practical building techniques instruction on the official nxt g programming
language and step by step instructions for building programming and testing a
variety of sample robots original

Unofficial LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT 2.0 Inventor's
Guide 2011
the phenomenal growth of the media and entertainment industries has contributed to
a fragmented approach to intellectual property rights written by a range of experts in
the field this handbook deals with contemporary aspects of intellectual property law
ip and examines how they relate to different facets of media and entertainment

Research Handbook on Intellectual Property in
Media and Entertainment 2017-01-27
this bite size collection of space themed lego ideas will launch you into a whole new
world of creativity small in size but big in inspiration this neat 32 page volume
contains a collection of projects from the out of this world chapter of the lego ideas
book these ideas will do more than teach building skills they will unlock your
imagination and get you dreaming up dozens of ideas of your own and of course every
one of them is great fun building that lego rocket is a must but you ll need jet packs
spacewalkers and moon miners for exploring alien planets and then there s the aliens
themselves plus their stealth ships and flying saucers there s all this and lots more
inside this book so dip in and don t forget there are four other exciting books in this
series too 2020 the lego group

Build a Rocket and Other Great LEGO Ideas
2020-05-28
make volume 26 karts wheelsgarage go kart building is a time honored hobby for do
it yourselfers and we ll show you how to build wheeled wonders that ll have you and
the kids racing around the neighborhood in diy style build a longboard skateboard by
bending plywood build a crazy go kart driven by a pair of battery powered drills put a
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mini gasoline engine on a bicycle and construct an amazing wind powered cart that
can outrun a tailwind plus you ll learn how to build the winning vehicle from our
online karts and wheels contest in addition to karts you ll find plenty of other projects
that only make could give you a flaming tube that keeps time to music and makes
sounds waves visible in fire an aquarium tank to grow your own spirulina algae
superfood an electronic music looper that creates cool sounds and lets you build wild
rhythm loops

Make: Technology on Your Time Volume 26
2011-04-15
the lego technic system opens a new realm of building possibilities using motors
gears pneumatics pulleys linkages and more you can design lego models that really
move the unofficial lego technic builder s guide is filled with building tips for creating
strong yet elegant machines and mechanisms with the technic system author pawe
sariel kmiec will teach you the foundations of lego technic building from simple
machines to advanced mechanics even explaining how to create realistic to scale
models sariel a world renowned lego technic expert offers unique insight into
mechanical principles like torque power translation and gear ratios all using technic
bricks you ll learn how to create sturdy connections that can withstand serious stress
re create specialized lego pieces like casings and u joints and build solutions like
schmidt and oldham couplings when no standard piece will do build custom
differentials suspensions transmissions and steering systems pick the right motor for
the job and transform its properties to suit your needs combine studfull and studless
building styles for a stunning look create remote controlled vehicles lighting systems
motorized compressors and pneumatic engines this beautifully illustrated full color
book will inspire you with ideas for building amazing machines like tanks with
suspended treads supercars cranes bulldozers and much more your technic
adventure starts now

The Unofficial LEGO Technic Builder's Guide
2012-11-12
legofied building blocks as media provides a multi faceted exploration of lego fandom
addressing a blindspot in current accounts of lego and an emerging area of interest to
media scholars namely the role of hobbyist enthusiasts and content producers in lego
s emergence as a ubiquitous transmedia franchise this book examines a range of lego
hobbyism and their attendant forms of mediated self expression and identity their
technicities artists aspiring master builders collectors and entrepreneurs who
refashion lego bricks into new commodities sets tchotchkes and minifigures the
practices and perspectives that constitute this diverse scene lie at the intersection of
multiple transformations in contemporary culture including the shifting relationships
between culture industries and the audiences that form their most ardent consumer
base but also the emerging forms of entrepreneurialism professionalization and
globalization that characterize the burgeoning diy movement what makes this a
compelling project for media scholars is its mutli dimensional articulation of how lego
functions not just as a toy cultural icon or as transmedia franchise but as a media
platform legofied is centered around their shared experiences qualitative
observations and semi structured interviews at a number of lego hobbyist
conventions working outwards from these conventions each chapter engages
additional modes of inquiry media archaeology aesthetics posthumanist philosophy
feminist media studies and science and technology studies to explore the origins
permutations and implications of different aspects of the contemporary lego fandom
scene
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LEGOfied 2020-02-20
der bunte weltweit bekannte plastikbaustein des dänischen spielzeugherstellers lego
ist ein leitfossil der materiellen kultur der gegenwart bereits 1964 schrieb der spiegel
niemals zuvor gab es ein spielzeug dem in so kurzer zeit der breiteste raum in den
schaufenstern und regalen der spielwarengeschäfte und der bevorzugte platz im
spielschrank der kinder eingeräumt wurde diese studie rückt lego erstmalig in den
fokus der volkskunde vergleichenden kulturwissenschaft grundlage hierfür ist
spielkultur zunächst als kulturwissenschaftliches forschungsfeld abzustecken
begrifflichkeiten zu diskutieren und daraus fragestellungen zu entwickeln darauf
aufbauend untersucht die studie das lego baukastensystem hinsichtlich seiner
entstehungsgeschichte und der inhaltlichen entwicklung von eigenständigen
themenwelten abschließend wird aufgezeigt welche kulturellen wertigkeiten mit
dieser spielware verknüpft sind welche paradigmenwechsel der kulturellen kategorie
spiel anhand von lego ablesbar sind und wie der baukasten zum leitmotiv der
gegenwärtigen alltagskultur wurde es ist das ziel dieser arbeit den homo ludens und
das spiel als phänomen der alltagskultur stärker in den volkskundlichen fokus zu
rücken tobias hammerl dr phil m a geboren 1977 leitet seit 2006 das stadtmuseum
abensberg er studierte volkskunde scottish ethnology geschichte und kunstgeschichte
an den universitäten regensburg und edinburgh er nahm in der vergangenheit
lehraufträge an der universität passau wahr und war als gastdozent an der
universität würzburg tätig seine forschungsschwerpunkte sind bild und
sachkulturforschung sowie museologische fragen

LEGO 2018
the bible you ve heard of it yes maybe something about david and goliath or noah s
ark or a baby in a manger what if i told you there was tons of stuff in the bible that
you ve never heard about things like talking donkeys self conscious magicians and
kings who think they re cows the bible is a curious book full of deeply flawed people
and a god who refuses to give up on them don t believe me look for yourself in these
60 devotions we examine these unique stories the circumstances and biblical truth
around them and what they reveal about the heart of god

Curiosities and (Un)common Sense from the Bible
2021-11-09
iconic designs is a beautifully designed and illustrated guide to fifty classic things
designs that we find in the city in our homes and offices on page and screen and in
our everyday lives in her introduction grace lees maffei explores what makes a design
iconic and fifty essays by leading design and cultural critics tell the story of each
iconic thing its innovative and unique qualities and its journey to classic status
subjects range from the late 19th century to the present day and include the sydney
opera house the post it note coco chanel s classic suit the sony walkmantm hello
kittytm the typeface helvetica the ford model t harry beck s diagrammatic map of the
london underground and the apple imac g3 this handsome volume provides a treasure
trove of stories that will shed new light on the iconic designs that we use without
thinking aspire to possess love or hate or love to hate and which form part of the
fabric of our everyday lives

Iconic Designs 2020-01-23
we ve come a long way from the peashooter era with the advent of modern household
products and office supplies binder clips clothespins rubber bands ballpoint pens
toothpicks paper clips plastic utensils and of course matches and barbeque lighters
troublemakers of all stripes have the components needed to build an impressive if
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somewhat miniaturized arsenal toy designer john austin provides detailed step by
step instructions for each project including materials and ammo lists clear diagrams
and construction tips for mayhem loving macgyvers the 35 devices include catapults
slingshots minibombs darts and combustion shooters build a tiny trebuchet from
paper clips and a d cell battery wrap a penny in a string of paper caps to create a
surprisingly impressive bomb several of the projects even include variations where
combatants mount laser pointer sights to their shooters to increase their accuracy
finally once you ve built your armory the author provides plans for a top secret
concealing book to hide your stash as well as targets for shooting practice never let
your personal space go undefended again

Mini Weapons of Mass Destruction: Build
Implements of Spitball Warfare 2009-10-01
this reader contains source material for an up to date study of child development as it
applies to major issues in child care and education the emphasis is on studying early
childhood in cultural contexts in families and in preschool settings part 1 elaborates a
socio cultural approach to early development taking emotional attachment
communication and language and daycare as examples part 2 considers how children
s emerging capacities for empathy inter subjectivity and social understanding enable
them to negotiate talk about and play out relationship themes both in the family and
preschool part 3 concentrates on early learning with chapters on the way parents
support children s acquisition of new skills young children negotiating their role in
learner teacher relationships and toddlers learning to collaborate with each other
part 4 continues the theme of children s initiation into socio cultural practices from a
cross cultural perspective with studies drawn from such diverse contexts as
cameroon guatemala italy japan and the united states this is the first of three readers
which have been specially prepared as readers for the open university ma course
ed840 child development in families schools and society

Cultural Worlds of Early Childhood 2013-06-17
the traditional role for teachers in children s play was to structure it setting rules and
interrupting if things got out of hand however for children three to five sociodramatic
play is a way to invent and make familiar the rhythms and actions of everyday life this
text describes why play is a fundamentally important part of children s development
and shows how adults can support and promote play the authors offer systematic
descriptions and analyses of the different roles a teacher adopts toward this end
including those of stage manager mediator player scribe assessor communicator and
planner and describe both highly interactive and inhibited children from different
economic backgrounds the authors integrate cognitive and psycho dynamic theory as
well regarding the scripts children play in both cognitive and affective terms and they
discuss the importance of fantasy and reality play themes demonstrating the
implications of play for literacy learning

The Play's the Thing 1992
this beautifully illustrated reference guide presents a working model of warrior built
on the traditional shipbuilder s scale of 1 48

Building a Working Model Warship 1997
at some point all of us find ourselves staring at a page needing some idea sparker to
help us move forward maybe it s an unusual pet s name or a career in a particular
field or the right type of weapon for a scene maybe you re struggling with finding the
right character goal or motivation ideas for adding in the five senses or your
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character s physical description along with useful tips for all fiction writers you ll find
lists of quick ideas for story components to keep you going throughout the process
whether you re just starting your outline putting together the character biographies
in the middle of your novel trying to meet a deadline or stuck with writer s block
writer s secret weapon presents quick ideas to get you going in a number of areas
while we all know how to google it s harder to come by fast and easy rules this guide
saves you hours of searching especially when you don t know where to start discover
the kind of information new and veteran authors need at every stage of their career
the writer s secret weapon is a one stop shop for brainstorming story planning or
simply sparking creativity tons of plot character scene and story arc writing prompts
packed into one space sure to get you started on a novel or unstuck from the middle
of one ny times bestselling author jennifer ashley

Writer's Secret Weapon 2020-10-01
as the conservative political mood of our nation eliminates programs for the
increasing numbers of bilingual children educators are nevertheless expected to
teach linguistically and culturally diverse learners with limited background
knowledge and resources this edited volume challenges mainstream educators to
critically examine how to best meet the needs of bilingual bicultural children in
contemporary america

The Politics of Early Childhood Education 2000
this bite size collection of space themed lego ideas will launch you into a whole new
world of creativity small in size but big in inspiration this neat 32 page volume
contains a collection of projects from the out of this world chapter of the lego ideas
book these ideas will do more than teach building skills they will unlock your
imagination and get you dreaming up dozens of ideas of your own and of course every
one of them is great fun building that lego rocket is a must but you ll need jet packs
space walkers and moon miners for exploring alien planets and then there s the
aliens themselves plus their stealth ships and flying saucers there s all this and lots
more inside this book so dip in and don t forget there are four other exciting books in
this series too 2020 the lego group

Build a Rocket and Other Great LEGO Ideas
2020-05-28
responding to current debates on the place of play in schools the authors have
extensively revised their groundbreaking book they explain how and why play is a
critical part of children s development as well as the central role adults have to
promote it this classic textbook and popular practitioner resource offers systematic
descriptions and analyses of the different roles a teacher adopts to support play
including those of stage manager mediator player scribe assessor communicator and
planner this new edition has been expanded to include significant developments in
the broadening landscape of early learning and care such as assessment diversity and
culture intentional teaching inquiry and the construction of knowledge new for the
second edition of the play s the thing additional theories on the relationship of
teachers and children s play e g vygotsky and the role of imaginary play and reggio
emilia s image of the competent child current issues from media content consumer
culture and environmental concerns standards and testing in preschool and
kindergarten bridging the cultural gap between home and school using digital
technology to make children s play visible recent brain development research and
much more elizabeth jones is faculty emerita in human development at pacific oaks
college in pasadena california gretchen reynolds is on the faculty in the early
childhood education program at algonquin college in ottawa canada their other books
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on play include master players reynolds jones and playing to get smart jones cooper
the play s the thing provides an excellent summary of theories related to the
importance of children s play and illustrates the six roles teachers can use to put
these theories into practice harvard educational review this book describes the
knowledge that is required to foster play and to use it as a solid foundation on which
to build learning from the foreword to the first edition by elizabeth prescott faculty
emerita pacific oaks college playful learning offers educators a plan for creating fun
and engaging pedagogies that support rich curricula and this book offers magnificent
descriptions and evidence based examples of how teachers can pave this new road
and create a climate for learning via play from the foreword to the second edition by
kathy hirsh pasek temple university and roberta michnick golinkoff university of
delaware

The Play's the Thing 2015-04-24
コトイウシ島で繰り返される ギタイ との戦闘 ふたりの兵士 キリヤ ケイジとリタ ヴラタスキ その距離は徐々に近づいていく 明日への希望が見えたその時 ふ
たりが辿り着く運命とは 完結巻

All You Need Is Kill 2 2014-06-19
over 2 million copies sold worldwide be inspired to create and build amazing models
with your lego bricks the lego ideas book is packed full of tips from expert lego
builders on how to make jet planes reach new heights create fantastic fortresses
swing through lush jungles have fun on the farm and send space shuttles out of this
world this awesome ideas book is divided into six themed chapters transport
buildings space kingdoms adventure and useful makes to inspire every member of the
family to get building with over 500 models and ideas this book is perfect for any lego
fan young or young at heart who want to make their models cool fun and imaginative
2020 the lego group

The LEGO® Ideas Book 2011-10-03
this book brings to cultural psychology the focus on phenomenology of everyday life
whether it is in the context of education work or exploration of life environments the
chapters in this book converge on the need to give attention to complex realities of
everyday living thus a description of pre school organization in japan would be in its
form very different from school organization in britain or colombia yet the realities of
human beings acting in social roles are continuous around the world

Lives And Relationships 2013-12-01
over 2 million copies sold worldwide be inspired to create and build amazing models
with your lego bricks the lego ideas book is packed full of tips from expert lego
builders on how to make jet planes reach new heights create fantastic fortresses
swing through lush jungles have fun on the farm and send space shuttles out of this
world this awesome ideas book is divided into six themed chapters transport
buildings space kingdoms adventure and useful makes to inspire every member of the
family to get building with over 500 models and ideas this book is perfect for any lego
fan young or young at heart who want to make their models cool fun and imaginative
2020 the lego group

The LEGO Ideas Book 2011-09-19
written for psychology students social psychology for dummies is an accessible and
entertaining introduction to the field social psychology for dummies follows a typical
university course which makes it the perfect reference if you re in need of a clear and
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enjoyable overview of the topic whether you plan is to get ahead of the game or make
up for lost time we have you covered online accessible review questions for each
chapter are available to consolidate learning

Social Psychology For Dummies 2014-08-19
congratulations you re on mars base alpha the first human outpost on the red planet
don t relax though it s not all roses and unicorns up here mars isn t called the bringer
of war for nothing you ve just been rained on by a meteor shower and it s up to you
you to put your lego mindstorms nxt robotics skills to work to save the day and the
base and that s only the beginning of the challenges that lie ahead lego mindstorms
nxt mars base command is a book of challenge it s about challenging yourself to
design and build robots to solve problems tough problems taking a similar approach
to best selling lego author james kelly s other books this book presents a series of
four challenges in the setting of mankind s first ever manned base on the planet mars
each challenge begins with a backstory to set the scene you re given instructions for
constructing a playing field including devices that your eventual robot must
manipulate your job is to build a robot that will execute the challenge and garner you
the most points the book requires the lego mindstorms nxt education resource set
scoring sheets are included that allow for the book s use in educational and group
settings teachers can base lesson plans around the different concepts taught in each
challenge groups and clubs can choose to run mini competitions in which teams or
individuals compete against each other in a race to save the base lego mindstorms
nxt mars base command is an excellent choice for an individual a group or a teacher
wishing to learn about and have more fun with lego s best selling robotics platform
please note the print version of this title is black white the ebook is full color

LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT: Mars Base Command
2012-02-02
observing young children at play is an everyday and often fascinating and pleasurable
experience for many of us it also has a great pedigree in the development of
psychoanalysis from freud s observation of his grandson s game with the cotton reel
onwards this book describes the practice of observing young children in home and
nursery settings in a systematic and non intrusive way in order to expand our
understanding of their emotional cognitive and social development it uses a
psychoanalytic lens to enrich the meaning of what is seen how do minds and
personalities take shape how can we train people to see what is most relevant in
helping children to develop the chapters range from classic papers by famous
practitioners of an older generation to observations completed in recent years in the
uk europe and the us observation of this sort has also spread to latin america india
australia africa and the far east the differences and continuities with infant
observation are the starting point

Social Contexts of Early Development and
Education 1995
play culture studies is a bi annual peer reviewed series published by the association
for the study of play for forty years the association for the anthropological study of
play taasp now the association for the study of play tasp has served as the premier
professional organization in academia dedicated to interdisciplinary research and
theory construction concerning play during that time tasp has promoted the study of
play forged alliances with various organizations advancing the cause for play
organized yearly meetings to disseminate play research and produced an impressive
catalog of play research through a variety of publications volume 13 of the play and
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culture studies series highlights contributions that reflect upon the rich forty year
history of tasp that explore current research examining the field of play and that
advance future directions for play research

Young Child Observation 2018-04-24
there has been a phenomenal growth in autonomous business services fuelled largely
by the internet and e business new business architectures are emerging in which an
enterprise is configured as a dynamic network of components providing business
services to one another component based business constitutes a radical challenge and
tries to help improve how we think through the practical difficulties and opportunities
of the component based business in this work so far richard challenges conventional
thinking with a sometimes breathtaking series of lateral thoughts that are essential
reading for the component architect designer and their customer strongly
recommended david sprott principal analyst cbdi forum

Celebrating 40 Years of Play Research 2016-09-02
h aunting and harrowing booklist starred review vivid distressing and all too real
kirkus reviews in this 20th anniversary edition of todd strasser s gut wrenching and
critically acclaimed give a boy a gun two boys bring guns to school in search of
revenge against their classmates for as long as they can remember brendan and gary
have been mercilessly teased and harassed by the jocks who rule middletown high
but not anymore stealing a small arsenal of guns from a neighbor they take their
classmates hostage at a school dance in the panic of this desperate situation it soon
becomes clear that only one thing matters to brendan and gary revenge this special
20th anniversary edition includes updated backmatter and statistics on school
shootings a topic that is now more relevant than ever

The Component-Based Business: Plug and Play
2000-12-11
reproduction of the original pictorial history of our war with spain by trumbull white

Give a Boy a Gun 2020-06-09
this engaging social history of play explores how technology and culture have shaped
toys games and leisure and vice versa choice in this romp through the changing
landscape of nineteenth and twentieth century american toys games hobbies and
amusements technology historian carroll pursell poses a simple but interesting
question what can we learn by studying the relationship between technology and play
from playgrounds to playstation explores how play reflects and drives the evolution of
american culture pursell engagingly examines the ways in which technology affects
play and play shapes people the objects that children and adults play with and play on
along with their games and the hobbies they pursue can reinforce but also challenge
gender roles and cultural norms inventors who often talk about playing at their work
as if motivated by the pure fun of invention have used new materials and technologies
to reshape sports and gameplay sometimes even crafting new extreme forms of
recreation but always responding to popular demand drawing from a range of sources
including scholarly monographs patent records newspapers and popular and
technical journals the book covers numerous modes and sites of play pursell touches
on the safety conscious playground reform movement the dazzling mechanical
innovations that gave rise to commercial amusement parks and the media s colorful
promotion of toys pastimes and sporting events along the way he shows readers how
technology enables the forms equipment and devices of play to evolve constantly both
reflecting consumer choices and driving innovators and manufacturers to promote
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toys that involve entirely new kinds of play from legos and skateboards to beading
kits and videogames

Pictorial History of our War with Spain 2018-04-05
meeting the needs of gender science today the psychology of sex and gender provides
students with balanced coverage of men and women that is grounded in psychological
science the dynamic author team of jennifer k bosson camille e buckner and joseph a
vandello paints a complete vibrant picture of the field through the presentation of
classic and cutting edge research historical contexts examples from pop culture cross
cultural universality and variation and coverage of nonbinary identities in keeping
with the growing scholarship of teaching and learning sotl the text encourages
students to identify and evaluate their own myths and misconceptions participate in
real world debates and pause to think critically along the way the thoroughly revised
second edition integrates an expanded focus on diversity and inclusion enhances
pedagogy based on sotl and provides the most up to date scientific findings in the
field

From Playgrounds to Playstation 2015-04-23
rhetoric embodiment and the ethos of surveillance student bodies in the american
high school investigates the rhetorical tension between controlling student bodies
and educating student minds the book is a rhetorical analysis of the policies and
procedures that govern life in contemporary american high schools it also discusses
the rhetorical effects of high security high surveillance school buildings it uncovers
various metaphors that emerge from a close reading of the system such as students
claims that school is a prison jennifer young concludes that many of the policies
governing contemporary american high schools have come to rhetorically operate as
a discourse of default that works against the highest aims of education and she offers
a method of effecting a cultural shift for going forward specifically young calls for an
explicit application of intentional rhetoric to match discourse to audience and
suggests that the development of empathy as a core value within the high school
might be more effective in keeping students safe than the architectural and
technological approaches we currently employ
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